
US Militarism and War
Bernie Sanders has consistently called for a limiting of US militarism, calling for the US to avoid
involvement unnecessary involvement ISIS and instead supports the idea that the onus lies with
the nations of the region to combat ISIS. Hillary Clinton pushes for strong US involvement in the
battle against ISIS, and while she has made claims about wanting to avoid putting US troops on
the ground, she does not support a hands off approach of strict diplomacy.

Hillary Clinton has been strongly in favor of instituting a no-fly zone in Syria, a move which has
been viewed critically even by President Obama. Bernie Sanders has been adamantly against
the unilateral institution of a US no-fly zone in Syria, sighting fears that our deeper involvement
in the conflict in Syria could lead to “never ending U.S. entanglement in that region” and make
the complex situation even worse.

Moving the Money
Hillary Clinton has not made any major
statements in support of moving the money
away from the military budget, and it seems that
with her as President we would see continued
militarism and move further away from peaceful
resolutions. Bernie Sanders supports major
reforms of the Pentagon budget, and wants to
move the money into spending on
infrastructure, health care, education, and
renewable resources.

Nuclear Weapons
Hillary Clinton has failed to make any major proposals or to express any thoughts about a
reduction of the US nuclear arms stockpile. While she has been highly outspoken about
preventing Iran from getting nuclear weapons, she fails to adequately address the thousands of
other weapons in the hands of other nations. Bernie Sanders has made stands against nuclear
weapons. He was one of only three senators to cosponsor the SANE bill, a bill which would
significantly cut spending on US nuclear weapons. He has highlighted during debates that “the
Cold War is over!” and that we are unnecessarily spending hundreds of billions of dollars
maintaining our nuclear weapons arsenal.

Civil Liberties
Bernie Sanders has a track record that supports his campaign of limiting US militarism. Bernie
voted against the Patriot Act in 2001, and continued to vote against its renewal in the mid
2000’s. Hillary Clinton, while a Senator, voted in favor of the Patriot Act and continued to vote
in favor of its extension. When President Bush sought authorization to launch the Iraq war in
2002, Bernie voted against it after an impassioned speech on the House floor. Hillary voted yes
on the launch of the Iraq war.
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Trade and The Economy
Bernie Sanders has been a fierce critic of Wall Street, pushing to end bailouts of “too big to fail”
institutions. He calls for a “political revolution” to end the rule of the billionaires and walks the
walk with a campaign free of big money contributions. His plans can help to redistribute wealth
and leverage to the 99% and make possible a Foreign Policy for All. Hillary Clinton has a
troubling record of being cozy with big financial institutions, with top donors to her past
campaigns including Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan Chase, making her criticism’s of Wall Street
lack the weight of those made by Bernie.

Hillary Clinton has a shaky record on her views of the Trans Pacific Partnership; during a speech
in 2012 she said the TPP is “the gold standard in trade agreements to open free, transparent,
fair trade”, and she has never strongly spoken out against it since. Bernie Sanders is very
strongly against the TPP, claiming that it is “a disastrous trade agreement designed to protect
the interests of the largest multi-national corporations” and he fears that it would be extremely
damaging to some of the worlds poorest people.

Climate Change
Bernie Sanders has built some major plans to get the United States on track to a cleaner future.
He wants to fight the lobbyists from the fossil fuel industry who spend billions of dollars to
block progress on climate change. He wants to establish a global climate summit, and try to get
the United States to be 100% reliant on clean energy sources. Hillary Clinton has been
somewhat quiet on issues of climate change. She has proposed a Clean Energy Challenge to
develop partnerships between state and federal agencies to increase use of renewable energy,
but it is still quite vague.

Based on claims made during their campaigns and their political histories, it is clear that one
candidate stands above the other on helping to guarantee a move towards peace. Bernie
Sanders stands out as the only candidate in decades with a serious chance of winning the
presidency to come close to embodying the values of peace and justice that we fight for. We
are proud to be a part of the team to help Bernie win.
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